Using Instagram Stories &
IGTV to build a community
around your brand
REBECCA YOUNGS

IG Stories - The Stats!
Created in 2016 to compete with Snapchat
Now 500M daily active users
1/3 of the most viewed stories are from businesses
62% of users say they are more interested in a brand after
seeing it in an Instagram Story
If you have over 10K followers you can link to your website
Stories occupy the most prime real estate on the App - right
at the top

Instagram Stories
Opportunity to connect and nurture your existing followers building a
community of online fans around your brand.
Use them to be consistent, show up and stay visible!
Show a more informal side to your brand:
Go behind the scenes
Share content that isn't as polished as your grid
Use them to help your audience get to know the people behind
the brand to build trust.
Tell stories
Use Instagram Highlights to showcase key parts of your business
and to improve your profile

Think like a Storyteller
Stories allow you to post sequential content

Hook People In
Grab attention with design
Use short punchy copy throughout

Middle 1-6 stories
Use interactive tools
Mix up visuals & embrace GIFS/stickers

Goodbye &/or CTA

Building Relationships
Reactions to a story appear in your DMs
Use your Stories to start conversations in DMs
Incorporate Interactive Elements: sliders, polls,
questions, quiz's, ask people to reply, DM me
- these keep your stories active
Remember the same happens if you react or
comment on other's stories
These all send positive signals to the algorithm!

How to Avoid Common Mistakes
Make text easy to read
Don’t talk too much! Stories are designed to be 15 seconds
long for a reason!
Use captions – people often watch stories without sound
Keep people engaged, stop them just skipping ahead to the
next story or account
Share your stories to your Facebook page

IGTV
IGTV can be up to 10 min unless it's a Live and then 60min
IGTV content is prioritised - opportunity to increase your reach
IGTV Videos appear x4 Larger than Photos on the Explore Page
Previewing IGTV videos in stories and your grid is also a great way
to get people engaged with brand.
REMEMBER you need to capture attention in the first 15 seconds.
Great opportunity to create valuable content
Share tutorials, host Q&As, go behind the scenes
Include captions as 80% of people don't have the sound on and to be
accessible.
Lives can now be shared to IGTV
Create a cover image for your IGTV or Live

Confidence talking to camera
Start by using the filters - they are your friend!
Get some good light, outside works really well! (I also find
walking and talking makes me more relaxed)
Picture yourself talking to a friend - imagine you are coming out
from behind the counter to talk to a customer.
Remember most people won't listen so add captions and don't
worry about how you sound!
Smile! :)
Tell your story and share your passion
The more you do it the easier it becomes and the more natural
you come across - I promise!!!

IG Reels
Launched in the UK in August 2020
15 or 30 second videos with a new dedicated Feed on the
and they feature on the explore page
You can add up to 30 hashtags
Much like Tik Tok enables you to create fun, engaging short
videos
Permanent content - top tip post to your grid!
Quick easy digestible content
Perfect for engaging a new audience who don't already
follow you - add value!
No insights available yet apart from views and likes

Key Takeaways
Stories are a huge opportunity to consistently show up, build trust
and relationships
Use your Stories to highlight things you can't on your grid and share
quick new content.
Use IGTV to add value to your audience, educate, advise or
entertain
Use Reels to get your account discovered and add value
IGTV and Reels can be saved and shared - use them in addition to
stories
Be brave! Stories, IGTV & Reels with people's faces create an
emotional connection to your brand

Thank you
My next workshops are:

Getting Started with Instagram Reels
Monday 9th Nov 8-9pm

Content Planning Workshop
Friday 20th Nov 10am -12.30pm
I also offer training and coaching email me to find out more.
Sign up to my newsletter to find out about future workshops and get
all the latest social media news, tips and special offers.
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